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ISSUES AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS IN SUBSECOND THERMOPHYSICS*

J. W. Shaner
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico, USA 87545

I. INTRODUCTION

The primary motivations for trying to measure thermophysical properties of materials
on subsecond timescales are to extend measurements to higher temperatures than can
be conveniently maintained continuously, or to make measurements on systems out of
thermodynamic equilibrium. Since these measurements are difficult, one must keep in mind
the ntxxls for the data. These include the ability to use materials cleverly in new high-
presaure/high-temperature applications, as well as the development of calibrated models
for the response of materiaIs to rapid wiergy deposition, by laser pulses for example.

For experiments in the l-ins to 1-s range, techniques are well developed to make ther-
mophysical property measurements up to the melting point of the sample. 1 Good temper-
ature standards have been -tablished. These time scales are too long if the temperatures
exceed 104 K or the samples melt. For the range from 1 ps to 1 rns, measurements of rea-
sonable accuracy (<5%) can be made, even on samples that melt during pulsed heating. z
On this time scale, however, accurate temperature standards h~ve been limited to below
the sample melt,ing points. On the time scale of 1 ps to 1 As, required for very high temper-
atures, there are no temperature standards, the systems are typically out of equilibrium,
and many of the measurements are post mortem, and, therefore, inferential. But it is just
in this range that the small total energies can give high-power fluxes to seriously modify
very small uarnplea. The intereat hy industry in using pulsed heating on this time scale, for
surface modification of materials for example, make this activity particularly important.

Several key areas have been identified in which effort is needed for substantial progress
in subsecond memurements, and which have unusual promise for useful new scientific re-
sults, These areas include the problems of high-temperature standards, equilibration dur-
ing rapid heating, measurements at higher temperatures combined with higher pressures,
measurements on specific interesting materials, and measurement of microstructural prop-
erties at high temperature and their relation to macroscopic response, Each of these arc~
will bc touched upon here.

11. ‘I*Y;M}}k;ltA’rtJ121; STANDARDS

Temperature standards can be defined to high accuracy up to the melting points of thr
nlo6t refractory matertals. 1 So long as the material remains solid, a good approximation
to a black body #.avity can be made. The effective emissivity of a small hole in the c~vi~y
wall is close to one, and the hole dimensions are ntahle. Since the speed of light is w) high,
t)~(~rr~](~(iy~att]icequilibrium can be mtablinhed in thr cavity, even on sut)tr]icr(jst~c(}n(i tin]{’
Wales. If, howwmr, thu cavity rnnterial b~gins to melt, nurfac(* tmlsion and gr;~vity will
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distort the cavity opening, making the radiance temperature determination much less
accurate.

In the temperature range above 4000 K, where most materials are molten except at
extreme pressures, a new way of eatablishmg temperature standards must be d evelopcd.
Since liquid metals can be held in a stable form in the 4030 to 1O,OOO-Krange for several
microseconds,2 a characterization of the temperature and wavelength dependence of the
emissivity, c(T, J), may be poesible. Since this function tends to be relatively smooth,
it may be possible to fit it for some metal with relatively few, simple polynomials. This
program would require a large number of intensity data points and a detailed sensitivity
analysis to determine potential accuracy.

A particularly interesting aspect of a program to determine c(Z’, A) is that any de-
viations from a relatively smooth surface will indicate structure in the joint density of
electronic statea. Although the leas of long range order in the fluid metals eliminates
many of the critical points in the electronic density of dates, there will still be structure
which may be observed in reflectivity, or equiwdently, in e~~iasivity. The use of this ‘emis-
sivity spectroscopy” may provide useful new data on the elei-tronic structure of fluid metals
for which reflectivity meaaurementa are not possible.

111. EQUILIBRATION PROBLEMS

In dynamic experiments two kinds of deviation from equilibrium can occur. Sy~tems
can be inhomogeneous, although in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE), and systems
can be homogeneous, although out of LTE. Examples of the former are rapidly pulse-heated
metals where the skin effect causes] inhomogenoue energy depmition~ or where radiation
cool ing of a surface creates a temperature gradient. An example of the latter is a molecular
system in which a vibrational degree of freedom haa been excited, by stimulated Rarnan
scattering, for example, to a temperature much higher than the translational degrees of
freedom,

The problem of temperature gradients resulting from the skin effect in pulsed heating
expcrimenta has been dealt with in detail.2 Careful attention is required in 1 to 1O-X

heating to assure reasonably homogeneous samples. The radiation cooling effect can be
treated qualitatively. Since the thermal radiation flux from a surface is COT’, where c in
the emissivity, a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature, an equal
energy flux must be transported down a thermal gradient near the surfac~, Assuming
a very rapid establishment of a high temperature, in a time 6t this gradient propagates
hr -- (~ 4t/c)iiz in from the surface, where K i. “:e thermal conductivity and c is tho heat
capacity. Combining these expressions, the difference between nurface artd hulk tmr]pora-
1ures is

6T

()

*!J #t ’12
- COT

T Kc

For pxperimento Iaating 10 4 s in typical metals, 67’/T - 1.5% for T - 104 K. ‘1’hr
radiative cooling in a problem primarily for longer term experiments, If t}w hot namplc ir+
in contact with n flood thermal conductor, M in a dimwnd-anvil crll ftw example, with a
long heating pulne, or in nteady rotate, the grdientrn ran cause a significant tvlll~)vr~tllrr
hrtrrogeneity.s
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Another significant problem associated with pulsed systems at high temperature is the
question of how long a crystal takes to melt, and what is the degree of superheat possible
in a solid. Recent shock wave measurements indicate that on a nanosecond time scale,
solids may be superheated by aa much as 500 K.4 The general problem of the dynamics of
melting both in bulk and on surfaces needs quantitative investigation.

A final example of equilibration problems is the dynamics of vapor-bubble nucleation
and growth in complex systems, like metals. The long range interaction in metals compli-
cates the usual nucleation and growth models. For both theoretical and practical reasons,
associated, for example, with problems of hypervelocity impact, a quantitative knowledge
of vapor-bubble dynamics is required.

IV. HIGHER TEMPERATURE AND

Combining extreme conditions of

PRESSURE

temperature and pressure simultaneously presents
an experimental challenge. The diamond-anvil cell has allowed some progress and more can
be expected. By using special materials, diamond cells can be operated at over 200 kbar
and 1,S00 K, and much higher teruperaturea have bear achieved if !arge thermal gradients
are acceptable.

Shock preaaurea up to several megabars are possible with Iaborntory impact facilities.
Associated shock temperature of up to 10,000 K allow us to make a wide range of therm-
physical measurement of reasonable accuracy. Higher pressures and temperatures require
more energetic driving systems, like nuclear explosions, or smaller experiments, like those
used for laser pulse driven shock wavea. Both of these options will be limited into the
indefinite future.

One recently developed technique to achieve a wider range of temperatures and pres-
sures in a shock wave experiment involvea pulsed preheating and then bhocking a sample,s
These techniques are difficult to control and add inaccuracy to the measurements, Thr
overall usefulness remains to be seen,

One technical area where pulsed heating should be very interesting is in the production
of dense non-ideal plaamas. These systems, from 0.1 times the critical density to the
critical density, have all the complexity of fluids with strong ion correlations, electronic
transitions, cluster formation, and plasma phaae transitions, Very little is known about
the thermophyaical details of these dense pl~maa.

V, SPECIFI(: MATERIALS AND MEASUREMENTS

Carbon remairs one of the moat poorly characterized clcment~ in tcrm~ of its basic
the~mophysical propertiur. For example, the eolid-liquid-vapor triple point of graphit(’
still is uncertain to roughly m factor of two in prmsure and mvmral hurrdrwi degrevs in
temperature. Another uncertainty is the slope of the diamond-liquid phase houndtwy,
although recent meaaurementa seem to show it must have a p{~itivr d))/t!T,o The sl[)p(~
of this particular phaae boundary tells whether the liquid in mm or loss d~mm thrm t.h(~
diamond pham, no it iu a very bmic thermophysical propmty, Finnlly, thrrv rf’mnills
uncertainty about whf%her fluid carbon in rm%allic (p “ 1(MIp[l-en]), Iikv Si Knd (;o, (Jr



whether there may even be two fluid phases. All of these problems are associated with the
extreme temperatures required to hold fluid carbon, and, therefore, the carbon problems
represent fundamental challenges to subsecond thermophysical measurements.

With the exception of mercury and the heavier alkali metals, the thermophysical
properties of fluid metals within a factor of two of the critical density (0.5 pC < p < 2P. )
are poorly measured. We typically have to rely on equation-of-state models calibrated we] I
away from the critical point to establish even this basic thermodynamic point. Criticzd
phenomena in metals may well be qualitatively different from those in simple fluids, since
in metals the potential changea from long to short range around the critical density. Also,
the relationship between the critical fluctuations and transport properties is still far from
clear. A great deal of work will he necessary to make measurements, necessarily pulsed,
at the high pressures and temperatures of metal critical points. However, the physics of
these strongly correlated systems should make the effort worthwhile.

Metals can be heated electrically in a carefully controlled manner. Non-metals, like
minerals and ceramics, preuent a different set of problems, koth technical and scientific.
The primary scientific problem iE understanding the relatiomhip between chemical reac-
tions and critical fluctuations. The technical challenge is to find a way to pulse heat
insulators to high temperature. Volume heating by relativistic electron beama has been
tried, but complete thermophysical measurements have been difficult, and inaccurate as
a result of inhomogeneous energy deposition and electrical noise. Preliminary attempts
to use pulsed neutron heating of uranium impurities show another possible approach. By
controlling the impurity ccmcentration, one can achieve a reasonably uniform heating.
However, pulsed neutron sources of sufficient intensity are rare.

VI, MICROSTRUCTURAL DATA

The thermodynamic properties of condensed matter are determined by the !nterpar-
ticle potential and the structure of the atoms or molecules, When systems are pulsed
heated, through melting for example, th~ microstructure obviously changes. More subtle
changes associated with the way atom of type A ciuster around particles of type B in
binary systems will affect the thermodynamic properties, Also, the dynamics of formation
of equilibrium microstructur- may be of interest, Thene problems may be approached
by combining pulsed heating with pulsed x-ray or neutron scattering, although very little
data of this type is present!y available.
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